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About This Content

Invaders from Space have come to add extra terrestrial challenge to Crazy Machines 2! Meet Flinky, the bouncy alien and slimy
Species 1337 as you take on anti-gravity, break out the robots, and aim your laser beams! Use your wits and be ready to

encounter alien intelligence in the craziest mission ever from outer Space!

Challenge yourself with insane and dangerously silly experiments! Shoot rockets with Lasers! Use mirrors and shields to
manipulate them in the most unusual ways! It’s all different in outer space! Set off C4 explosives, build between asteroids, and

use gravitational shift to make contraptions that are out of this world!

Explore the possibilities and experience the craziest levels ever created for Space!

Features

New and unique building parts featuring UFOs, Flinky, the bouncing alien, Species 1337, 'Mobile' Laser Cannons, Laser
Shields, Asteroids, Planets, Moons, Rocket, and the X-Ray Display, and more!

Construct and create wacky contraptions that are out of this world!

Experience anti gravity bursts of energy like never before!
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Can you make the aliens play volleyball? Make a rainbow wave of bouncing Flinkys? Will the robot circum-navigate the
celestial body?

Exciting new levels like “Destroy UFOs”, “Free Flinkys”, “Recycle Robots” and more, in some of the most far-out
cosmic levels ever exclusively created for Space!

Join the online community and compete in achievements.

Leaderboards

Create your own puzzles and share them online. Download and play other peoples puzzles.
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crazy machines 2 invaders from space bundle edition. crazy machines 2 invaders from space

I've tried to find something good about this but I can't, it's lacking in any real content and it has since day one, after falling
through the floor yet again i'm finally giving up on it.. This is a great pack and a welcome addition to TS. There are great sounds
and cold start operations that are a bit more in depth than most other Pro series DLCs for TS. You will definitely want to read
the included documentation with this before operating or you may have some early frustrations as others have expressed in their
reviews as they could not get the loco to move. The sounds are fantastic and will suck you into running this beast. Everything
from the sound of the pan hitting the caternary after hand pumping it to make contact, the horns, and the deep hum of this large
loco is fantastic. It is well worth regular price.. i have played the game oviously and the game is pretty good i aint good at
megaman 1 and i can tell this tock alot of insperation from megaman franchise but this is megaman 1 with a girl i mean gal and
with megaman x dash jump and alot of refrences to how megaman was inspired from anime and dr ray aka ray from mighty no9
now i like the game but its way to hard i think a checkpoint thing should be in the game for new pepole but not give them
achivements for beating the game on easy because i got this game for my sister and she put the gamedown in 5 minutes and i
been trying all the stages and cant beat one maybe a guide could be helpful but i try avoid guides so i rate this game for now
5/10 sorry personal rateing. A E S T H E T I C R A P. I love Pixel Puzzles games, I buy them all! Bring out more please!!! 9/10
:D. Great game, if you like to be challenged this game is for you. I have not done many scenarios so I can't say what they are
like. But the campaign goes from easy breezy to WTF HE IS CHEATING THERE IS NO WAY. I picked it up for ten dollars
and it gave me 45 hours worth of playtime. I still can't beat the campaign though, because I value my sanity.. I got this game for
free in 2014 auction by using steam gems, and still I think that it was not worth it.

The graphics are really bad, the sounds (mostly the lack of it) and specially the gameplay are terrible. The tank movements are
really unresponsive and hard to control, let alone dodge incoming enemy fire. Shooting is also really bad, since there's a huge
delay between shots, so you spend half of the time just walking around. Because of those reasons you end up dying a couple of
times, and the worst thing happens. You get to a lift, call it,have to stay in the same position (if you move you have to call it
again), and wait a couple of minutes to be on the battlefield again.

I would never pay the full price for this. Hell, I don't want this not even for free.. This is a recommendation only because there
is no "meh" button.

I enjoyed the puzzles and HO scenes very much. The music and voice acting was decent.

However, there are two distinct strikes against this game. The first is that it is EXTREMELY short even by HO standards; I
clocked in at barely above an hour. At the time of review, I have 1.4 hours on record and probably a full third of that time was
actually me fighting with my display (note that if you have a 4k monitor, you may need to disable display scaling in order to
have fullscreen cover the whole screen).

The other issue is that the plot falls flat on its face, with an abrupt ending that leaves the game wide open for sequels that I don't
believe ever were made. So essentially it was dissatisfying to finish and not feel like you're actually finished. That said, the plot
was formulaic enough that you can essentially fill in the blanks in your head and call it good.

So that said, it's barely squeaking by with a recommendation based solely on my enjoyment of the individual puzzles and not on
the overall plot or playtime. It is NOT worth full price with the short length of the game (barely a third of the length of other
standard HO games). But if you can get it on sale and don't mind a cliffhanger that will never be resolved, pick it up for a short,
casual experience.
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This game is a no for me based on how the character controls - jumping and moving feel weightless. Enemy combat is also very
simple as you run in, swing your sword, then run away -it feels tedious. Finally, although the game does a good job and mixing
up what you have to do (shooting yourself out of cannons, dk carts, unique puzzles), I found a lot of the experiences to be poorly
executed.

Play luckys tale instead!

For those of you who just want a reason to buy it, here are the pros.
Things the game does well:
+strongly themed worlds
+Long experience
+hidden collectibles
+Diversified gameplay (donkey Kong karts, blast your self out of a cannon, puzzling, platforming, combat)

. This is a game with lots of potential but it kinda feels abandoned towards the end.
It starts up nice, lots of customization and room for you to play with the upgrades while balancing with the difficulty you wanna
attempt (some of the difficulties dont make sense though, and as other parts of the game it seems they lack testing and a dev
design to actually support it and it shows, painfully towards survival mode)

Thing is, while all is good and fun, towards the end and particularly in survival mode, things start to break down, the game is
unable to process all whats happening and the fps take a fall for the worse in high end pcs for actually graphic intensive games.
The worst part is, all that freedom to customize and build your ship becomes a painfully frustrating race towards maxing dps and
grinding constantly to get a weapon that outclasses in damage to try and kill enemies in the lowes difficulty since you can no
longer keep up and your dps falls behind more and more, which doesnt even make sense.
Its highly likely that this wasnt even tested

Its sad since i really enjoyed the game while starting up the campaign.. While the sidearms in this DLC are fun and different
compaired to the default pistol there is really no reason to bring any of them since they take up your only perk slot. Arrowhead
should consider making a seperate sidearm\/pistol slot, but as it stands now I would avoid this DLC.. 10\/10 would make the
same mistake again in order to support the CPUCores Team!
The following question goes to Tim Sullivan,
Howcome it has a '::' after the name CPUCores,
The same way Dimmdrive has it???. This is a good, solid 2D game. I first played as a free flash version, and just bought this to
support the developer. Lo and behold, it sucked me in and I just had to complete it. It's neatly done and the dificulty is just
about right. Also, my 11 year old kids enjoy this game.. Don't make the mistake of buying this when intoxicated, like I did.

You get a reskin for a single gun. That reskin may or may not change the stats of the gun. I don't care, that will not change my
opinion on this worthless DLC.

You also get some other tiny crap that you can use in O-N-E of your playthroughs.

The reskin is available in all playthroughs but makes picking up duplicate dropped weapons a chore, since you do not
automaticaly get the ammo from it. Therefore I sold the gun shortly after.

This DLC is not worth a single Dollar\/Euro\/Rubel\/Yen.. nice game !
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